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Abstract
This paper presents a methodology and a tool for automatic synthesis of
highly efficient intrusion detection systems using a high-level, graph-based partitioning methodology and tree-based lookahead architectures. Intrusion detection
for network security is a compute-intensive application demanding high system
performance. The tools implement and automate a customizable flow for the
creation of efficient Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) architectures using system-level optimizations. Our methodology, implemented with a tool suite
we release for public use, allows for customized performance through more efficient communication and extensive reuse of hardware components for dramatic
increases in area-time performance.
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1

Introduction

The continued discovery of programming errors in network-attached software has driven
the introduction of increasingly powerful and devastating attacks [1, 2, 3]. Attacks can
cause destruction of data, clogging of network links, and future breaches in security.
In order to prevent, or at least mitigate, these attacks, a network administrator can
place a firewall or Intrusion Detection System at a network choke-point such as a
company’s connection to a trunk line (Figure 1). A firewall’s function is to filter at
the header level; if a connection is attempted to a disallowed port, such as FTP, the
connection is refused. This catches many obvious attacks, but in order to detect more
subtle attacks, an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is utilized. The IDS differs from
a firewall in that it goes beyond the header, actually searching the packet contents for
various patterns that imply an attack is taking place, or that some disallowed content
is being transferred across the network. Current IDS pattern databases reach into the
thousands of patterns, providing for a difficult computational task.
Because the IDS must inspect at the line rate of its data connection, IDS pattern
matching demands exceptionally high performance. This performance is dependent on
the ability to match against a large set of patterns, and thus the ability to automatically
optimize and synthesize large designs is vital to a functional network security solution.
Much work has been done in the field of string matching for network security [4, 5, 6,
7, 8]. However, the study of the automatic design of efficient, flexible, and powerful
system architectures is still in its infancy.
Snort, the open-source IDS [9], and Hogwash [10] have thousands of content-based
rules. A system based on these rulesets requires a hardware design optimized for
thousands of rules, many of which require string matching against the entire data
segment of a packet.
These algorithms require significant computational resources. To support heavy
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Figure 1: Intrusion detection systems protect networks from external threats. The use
of FPGA allows a system to take advantage of massive parallelism.
network loads, high performance algorithms are required to prevent the IDS from becoming the network bottleneck. Even with the most sophisticated algorithms, though,
sequential microprocessor-based implementations cannot provide the level of service
available in a customized hardware device. In [11], a Dual 1GHz Pentium III system,
using 845 patterns, runs at only 50 Mbps. In Section 6 we show that a single FPGA
device can support multi-Gigabit rates with 1000 or more patterns. We can achieve this
performance using automated design strategies for creating hardware architectures.
Parallel hardware architectures offer large advantages in time performance compared to software designs, due to easily extracted parallelism in the Intrusion Detection
string matching problem. A general ASIC design would be fast but not suitable due to
the dynamic nature of the ruleset – as new vulnerabilities and attacks are identified,
new rules must be added to the database and the device configuration must be regenerated. However, a Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) allows for exceptional
performance due to the parallel hardware nature of execution as well as the ability
to customize the device for a particular set of patterns. An FPGA can provide nearASIC performance and parallelism, along with the ability to modify the hardware to
a particular set of patterns.
3

Early FPGA designs in the field [4, 7, 12] had excellent performance for a small
number of patterns, but when integrated into a system, their area performance decreases due to poor resource usage, and their time performance is impacted by the
interconnect and routing complexity.
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Figure 2: Automated optimization and synthesis of partitioned system
Our basic architecture is a pre-decoded multiple-pipeline shift-and-compare matcher.
While this approach can be considered “brute force” compared to a state machine approach [4, 13, 14] or a hashing approach [15], the simplicity of the units allows for
exceptional area and time performance. The basic architecture, as described in detail
below, reduces routing and comparator size by converting incoming characters into
many bit lines, each representing the presence of single character.
This basic architecture is extended in various ways. To allow for better area performance, we present a partial tree architecture that allows for significant reduction in
redundant comparisons by independently matching prefixes that are shared across a
range of patterns. To provide increased throughput performance, we provide a design
that replicates a fraction of the hardware to allow for exact matching for k bytes per
cycle, where k is generally not greater than 8. To provide high throughput with exceptional area efficiency, we provide an architecture that sacrifices exactness and allows
for an increased false positive rate.
The architectures we have developed are only part of the contributions of this
paper. To achieve better utilization of these architectures, system-level preprocessing
steps are required, serving various functions including partitioning, grouping, and code
4

generation. These steps, by considering the entire set of patterns in lieu of naı̈ve
hardware generation, produce higher efficiency in terms of patterns matched per unit
area and unit time.
By intelligently processing an entire ruleset (Figure 2), our tool partitions a ruleset
into multiple pipelines in order to optimize the area and time characteristics of the
system. The rule database is first converted into a graph representing the similarity
of the ruleset. Depending on the tool flow desired, the graph edges are weighted to
provide higher connectedness between rules with similar characters; this allows for
increased grouping of prefixes and/or general shared-character grouping, as required.
The graph is partitioned based on the weighted graph and then prefixes are grouped
for the tree architecture, if required. Based on the results of this pre-processing, the
system is generated from templates. By applying various graph partitioning operations
and trie techniques to the problem, the tool more effectively optimizes large ruleset as
compared to naı̈ve approaches.
This paper describes a methdology for creating Intrusion Detection Systems with
customized performance, allowing a designer to mix and match from a collection of
process steps and a family of architectures we have developed. We begin with an
overview of related work in the field (Section 2), and then introduce the reader to our
approach (Section 3). We will discuss our basic architecture, and then move into the
various methodology options that allow for customized performance. We give results for
the basic architecture and its variations as compared to other work in the field (Section
6), and review the tools (Section 5) we have developed and some optimizations we have
made to decrease the total tool flow latency.

5

2

Related Work in Automated IDS Generation

Snort [9] and Hogwash [10] are current popular options for implementing intrusion
detection in software. They are open-source, free tools that promiscuously tap the
network and observe all packets. After TCP stream reassembly, the packets are sorted
according to various characteristics and, if necessary, are string-matched against rule
patterns. However, the rules are searched in software on a general-purpose microprocessor. This means that the IDS is easily overwhelmed by periods of high packet rates.
The only option to improve performance is to remove rules from the database or allow
certain classes of packets to pass through without checking. Some hacker tools even
take advantage of this weakness of Snort and attack the IDS itself by sending worstcase packets to the network, causing the IDS to work as slowly as possible. If the IDS
allows packets to pass uninspected during overflow, an opportunity for the hacker is
created. Clearly, this is not an effective solution for maintaining a robust IDS.
Automated generation of optimized generic architectures has been explored [16,
17, 18], but domain-specific tools have a distinct performance advantage in network
security. Automated IDS designs have been explored in [4], using automated generation of Non-deterministic Finite Automata. The tool accepts rule strings and then
creates pipelined distribution networks to individual state machines by converting
template-generated Java to netlists using Java-based Hardware Description Language
(JHDL)[19]. This approach is powerful but performance is reduced by the amount of
routing required and the logic complexity required to implement finite automata state
machines. The generator can attempt to reduce logic burden by combining common
prefixes to form matching trees. This is part of the pre-processing approach we take
in this paper.
Another automated hardware approach, in [8], uses more sophisticated algorithmic
techniques to develop multi-gigabyte pattern matching tools with full TCP/IP net-
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work support. The system demultiplexes a TCP/IP stream into several substreams
and spreads the load over several parallel matching units using Deterministic Finite
Automata pattern matchers. In their architecture, a web interface allows new patterns
to be added, and then the new design is generated and a full place-and-route and reconfiguration is executed, requiring 7-8 minutes. As their tools have been commercialized
in [20], they are not freely available to the community. However, their development
work includes network reconfiguration [21], also explored in [22]. Network reconfiguration is important as it allows for effective deployment of security solutions to large
numbers of customers without replicated expensive place-and-route hardware.
System-level optimization has been attempted in software by SiliconDefense [23].
They have implemented a software tree-searching strategy that uses elements of the
Boyer-Moore [24] and Aho-Corasick [25] algorithms to produce a more efficient search
of matching rules in software, allowing more effective usage of resources by preventing
redundant comparisons.
Using some ideas from [26], [4] implements an FPGA design that deals with two
special characteristics of firewall rule sets: the firewall designer has design time knowledge of the rules to implement, and there are large number of rules. Because the rules
are known beforehand, the firewalls can be programmed with precompiled rules placed
in the rule set according to performance-optimizing heuristics.
The NFA concept is updated with predecoded inputs in [14]. This paper addresses
the poor frequency performance as the number of patterns increases, a weakness of
earlier work. This paper solves most of these problems by adding predecoded wide
parallel inputs to a standard NFA implementations. The result is excellent area and
throughput performance (see Section 6).
In [7], a CAM-powered software/hardware IDS is explored. A Content Addressable
Memory (CAM) is used to match against possible attacks contained in a packet. The
tool applies the brute force technique using a very powerful, parallel approach. Instead
7

of matching one character per cycle, the tool uses CAM hardware to match the entire
pattern at once as the data is shifted past the CAM. If a match is detected, the CAM
reports the result to the next stage, and further processing is done to derive a more
precise rule match. If a packet is decided to match a rule, it is dropped or reported to
the software IDS for further processing. This requires O(mx) CAM memory cells and
a great deal of routing for each m-character layer of x rules. Unfortunately, though,
because matching is done in parallel across all rules and across all characters in one
cycle, this sort of implementation requires a great deal of logic. While this does provide
O(n + m) worst-case rule matching time, it does so at the cost of a large amount
of hardware. Because of the hardware complexity and chip limitations, the CAM
approach can only provide 32 20-byte matching units on the Xilinx Virtex XCV1000E
FPGA device.
In [11, 27, 28], hardwired designs are developed that provide high area efficiency
and high time performance by using replicated hardwired comparators in a pipeline
structure. The hardwiring provides high area efficiency, but are difficult to reconfigure. Hardwiring also allows a unit to accept more than one byte per cycle, through
replication. A bandwidth of 32 bits per cycle can be achieved with four hardwired
comparators, each with the same pattern offset successively by 8 bits, allowing the
running time to be reduced by 4x for an equivalent increase in hardware. These designs have adopted some strategies for reducing redundancy through pre-design optimization. The work in [5] was expanded in [11] to reduce the area by finding identical
alignments between otherwise unattached patterns. Their preprocessing takes advantage of the shared alignments created when pattern instances are shifted by 1, 2, and
3 bytes to allow for the 32-bit per cycle architecture.
The notion of predecoding has been explored in [14] in the context of finite automata. The use of large, pipeline brute-force comparators for high speed was initiated
in [5] and continued in [6, 28], although [28] utilizes SRL16 shift registers where we uti8

lize single-cycle delay flip-flops. Their work utilizes a less elborate predesign methodology that is based on incrementally adding elements to partitions to minimize the
addition of new characters to a given partition. The use of trees for building efficient
regular expression state machines was initially developed in [4]. We explored the partitioning of patterns in the pre-decoded domain in [27]. We utilize these foundational
works and build automatic optimization tools on top.

3

Our Approach

This research focuses on automatic optimization and generation of high-performance
string-matching of high volumes of data against large pattern databases. The tool
generates two basic architectures, a pre-decoded shift-and-compare architecture, and a
variation using a tree-based area optimization. In this architecture, a character enters
the system and is “pre-decoded” into its character equivalent. This simply means that
the incoming character is presented to a large array of AND gates with appropriately
inverted inputs such that the gate output asserts for a particular character. The
outputs of the AND gates are routed through a shift-register structure to provide time
delays. The pattern matchers are implemented as another array of AND gates and the
appropriate decoded character is selected from each time-delayed shift-register stage.
The tree variation is implemented as a group of inputs that are pre-matched in a “prefix
lookahead” structure and then fed to the final matcher stage. The main challenge in
the tree structure is creating the trees; this is discussed in Section 4.1.
With our domain specific analysis and generation tool, extensive automation partitions a rule databases into multiple independent pipelines. This allows a system to
more effectively utilize its hardware resources. The key to our performance gains is the
idea that characters shared across patterns do not need to be redundantly compared.
Redundancy is an important idea throughout string matching; the Knuth-Morris-Pratt
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Figure 3: General architecture of our pipelined comparators design. Characters are
converted to single bits in the first stage and then fed into the pipeline, where they
become operands for the pattern comparators.
algorithm [13, 29], for instance, uses precomputed redundancy information to prevent
needlessly repeating comparisons. We utilize a more foundational approach; by pushing
all character-level comparisons to the beginning of the comparator pipelines (Figure
3), we reduce the character match operation to the inspection of a single bit.
Previous approaches to string matching have all been centered around a byte-level
view of characters. Recent work by our group and others [14, 27] has utilized predecoded, single-bit character re-encodings in lieu of delivering 8-bit wide datapath
to every pattern matching unit. High performance designs have increased the base
comparison size to 32 bits, providing high throughput by processing four characters
per cycle. However, increasing the number of bits processed at a single comparator unit
increases the delay of those gates. The pre-decoding approach moves in the opposite
direction, to single-bit, or unary, comparisons. We decode an incoming character into
a “one-hot” bit vector, in which a character maps to a single bit. This allows efficient
multi-byte comparisons, regular expressions, prefix trees, and even partial matches
using simple sum-of-products expressions.
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Unfortunately, without some reduction in the character set, unary representations
suffer from the inefficiency caused by the huge number of bit lines required for the 256
character ASCII set. In a set of long patterns utilizing every character in the character
space with low repetition, a binary encoding such the ASCII encoding would likely be
the most efficient strategy.
However, if the character set can be reduced, the number of bit lines can be similarly
reduced. The most trivial example of reduced sets is DNA matching, where the only
characters relevant are {A,T,C,G}, represented as four one-hot bits. String matching for network security is a more interesting application as thousands of real-world
patterns need to be matched simultaneously at high throughput rates.
Because intrusion detection requires a mix of case sensitive and insensitive alphabetic characters, numbers, punctuation, and hexadecimal-specified bytes, there is an
interesting level of complexity. However, each string only contains a few dozen characters, and those characters tend to repeat across strings. In the entire Hogwash
database, there are only about 100 different characters ever used. Some of those are
case insensitive, or can be made case insensitive without loss of generality, and we
can convert hexadecimal-specified bytes into their escaped character equivalents (0-9,
A-F). This reduces the number to roughly 75 characters. The pattern sets are then
broken into smaller, independent pieces. Generally the optimal number of partitions n
is between 2 and 8. Using the Metis partitioning library to solve the min-cut problem
[30], the patterns are partitioned n-ways such that the number of repeated characters
within a partition is maximized, while the number of characters repeated between partitions is minimized. The system is then generated, composed of n pipelines, each with
a minimum number of bit lines. The value of n is determined from empirical testing;
we have found n=2-4 most effective for rulesets of less than 400 patterns. Conversely,
for the 603 and 1000 pattern rulesets, the maximum time performance is achieved with
eight partitions. However, as the area increases moderately as the number of partitions
11

increases, the area-time tradeoff must be considered.
Our partitioning strategy, can partition a ruleset to roughly 30 bits, or about the
same amount of data routing as one of the 4-byte replicated architectures ([5, 6]).
However, the matching units are least 8x smaller (32 down to 4 bits for the design in
[5]), and we have removed the control logic of a KMP-style design such as [13].
Our unary design utilizes a simple pipeline architecture for placing the appropriate
bit lines in time. Because of the small number of total bit lines required (generally
around 30) adding delay registers adds little area to the system design. Our new
design takes the general straight-forward matching technique used in [5, 6], but moves
the character decoding to the first stage in the pipeline (as in [14]), and reduces the
overall size of the individual comparators by one-eighth, as illustrated in Figure 3.
First, the patterns are partitioned into several groups (Figure 4) such that the
minimum number of letters have to be piped through the circuit; that is, we give each
group of patterns a pipeline, and go through various heuristic methods to attempt to
reduce the pipeline register width. The effect of minimizing the number of characters
is to reduce the interconnect burden in each partition pipeline, allowing for better time
performance. In the results section we show that this approach is effective.
The graph creation strategy is as follows. We start with a collection of patterns,
represented as nodes of a graph. Each pattern is composed of letters. Every node
with a given letter is connected by an edge to every other node with that letter. We
formalize this operation as follows:

Sk = {a : a ∈ C | a appears in k}

(1)

VR = {p : p ∈ T }

(2)

ER = {(k, l) : k, l ∈ T, k 6= l and Sk ∩ Sl 6= ∅}

(3)

A vertex V is added to graph R for each pattern p in the ruleset T and an edge E
12

is added between any vertex-patterns that have a common character in the character
class C.
This produces a densely connected graph, almost 40,000 edges in a graph containing 361 vertices. Each pipeline supplies data for a single group, as illustrated in the
system-level schematic in Figure 3. By maximizing the edges internal to a group and
minimizing edges outside the group which must be duplicated, we reduce the width of
the pipeline registers and improve the usage of any given character within the pipeline.
We utilize the METIS graph partitioning library [30].
One clear problem is that of large rulesets (>500 patterns). In these situations it is
essentially impossible for a small number of partition to not require the entire alphabet
and common punctuation set. This reduces the effectiveness of the partitioning step.
However, if we add a weighting function the use of partitioning is advantageous as the
database scales toward much larger rulesets. The weighting functions is as follows:
X

min(|k|,|l|)

WE =

[(min(|k|, |l|) − i) if (k(i) == l(i)) else 0]

(4)

i=1

The weight WE of the edge between k and l is equal to the number of characters
k(i) and l(i) in the pattern, with a first character equivalence weighted as the length
of the shorter pattern. The added weight function causes patterns sharing character
locality to be more likely to be grouped together.
The addition of the weighting function in Equation 4 allows the partitioning algorithms to more strongly group patterns with similar initial patterns of characters. The
weighting function is weak enough to not force highly incompatible patterns together,
but is strong enough to keep similar prefixes together. This becomes important in the
tree-based prefix sharing approach, described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4: Partitioned graph; by reducing the cut between the partitions we decrease
the number of pipeline registers

4

Customized Performance

Given the basic unary architecture, we can now diverge from the basic partitioned
flow and create a series of architectures providing customized performance. While the
basic unary architecture has far higher area efficiency than any other architecture (see
section 6), there is still performance characteristics that can be further optimized. We
explore several variations:
• Tree-based Prefix Sharing
• High-throughput Architecture
• Pre-filtering Architecture

4.1

Tree-based Prefix Sharing

The first optimization we make is a further area-optimization that allows for sharing
of often compared groups of characters.
We have developed a prefix-tree strategy to find pattern prefixes that are shared
among matching units in a partition. By sharing the matching information across
the patterns, the system can reduce redundant comparisons. This strategy allows
for increased area efficiency, as hardware reuse is high. However, due to the increased
routing complexity and high fanout of the blocks, it can increase the clock period. This
14

No. of Patterns
204
361
602
1000

Number of Prefixes
First Level
Second Level
83
126
204
297
270
421
288
523

Table 1: Illustration of effectiveness of tree strategy for reducing redundant comparisons
approach is similar to the trie strategy utilized in [4], in which a collection of patterns
is composed into a single regular expression. Their DFA implementation could not
achieve high frequencies, though, limiting its usefulness. Our approach, utilizing a
unary-encoded shift-and-compare architecture and allowing only prefix sharing and
limited fanout, provides much higher performance.
Figure 5 illustrates the tree-based architecture. Each pattern (of length greater
than eight characters, as otherwise the whole pattern would fit in the two prefixes)
is composed of a first-level prefix and a second-level prefix. Each prefix is matched
independently of the remainder of the pattern. After an appropriate pipeline delay,
the two prefixes and the remainder of the pattern are combined together to produce
the final matching information for the pattern. This is effective in reducing the area
of the design because large sections of the rulesets share prefixes. The most common
prefix is /scripts, where the first and second-level prefixes are used together. The 4character prefix was determined to fit easily into the Virtex-style 4-bit lookup table,
but it turns out that four-character groups are highly relevant to intrusion detection as
well. Patterns with directory names such as /cgi-bin and /cgi-win can share the same
first-level prefix, and then each have a few dozen patterns that share the -bin or -win
second-level prefix.
In Table 1, we show the various numbers of first and second-level prefixes for the
various rulesets we utilized in our tests. Second-level prefixes are only counted as
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Figure 5: Illustration of tree-based hardware reuse strategy. Results from two appropriately delayed prefix blocks are delayed through registers and then combined with
remaining suffix. The key to the efficiency of this architecture is that the prefix matches
are reused, as well as the character pipeline stages.
different within the same first-level prefix. For this table, we created our rulesets using
the first n rules in the Nikto ruleset [10]. There is no intentional pre-processing of
the rulesets before the tool flow. The table shows that, on the average, redundant
prefix comparisons can be reduced by 2 to 3x through the use of the tree architecture.
However, some of this efficiency is reduced due to the routing and higher fanout required
because of the shared prefix matching units.
On the average, the tree architecture is smaller and faster than the partitioningonly architecture. In all cases the partitioned architectures (both tree and no-tree) are
faster than the non-partitioned systems.

4.2

High-throughput Architecture

The basic architecture described earlier emphasizes both time and area performance,
but is centered around an 8-bit input stream. This architectural variation provides
significantly increased throughput by replicating hardware. The effect of this approach
is to trade some of the area efficiency of the basic architecture (and the prefix-tree
variation) for throughput. This is an effective approach, and still yields architectures
16

No. Partitions
1
Clock
2
Period
3
4
8
1
2
Area
3
4
8
Total chars in ruleset:
Characters per slice (min):

Number of Patterns in Ruleset
204
361
602
1000
4.89
5.25
5.43
5.35
4.18
4.27
4.80
4.22
3.99
4.15
4.32
5.08
4.10
4.10
4.54
4.69
4.03
4.43
4.63
4.9
773
1165
2726
4654
729
1212
2946
3170
931
1410
2210
5010
1062
1345
2316
5460
1222
1587
2874
6172
4518
8263
12325
19584
6.19
7.09
5.577
6.17

Table 2: Tree Architecture: Clock period (ns) and area (slices) for various numbers of
partitions and patterns sets
with better area performance than other designs.
While the frequency performance of the generated architectures is very high, the
8-bit input limits the throughput potential. At 8-bits per cycle, in order to reach a 10
Gbps rate on a single stream, the device would have to run at 1.25 GHz. Clearly, current
FPGA technology cannot support this. The best option, therefore, is to increase the
datapath width into the device. The use of k-byte data words complicates the design,
however, because now k essentially independent pattern offsets must be detected. While
we may launch the network stream into the pipeline at k-bytes per cycle, k separate
offsets must be detected as well. Thus, the final comparator stage of a 1000 pattern
database now presents roughly the routing complexity of a 1000k pattern database.
We illustrate our 4-way architecture in Figures 6 and 7. It is important to note that
while the front and back end comparators are replicated k times, the pipeline itself is
shortened by k times, providing some relief from the increase in area. The results of
our experiments are shown in Table 3. For these experiments, we have utilized the
optimal number of partitions from the basic unary architecture. Overall, it is clear
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Figure 6: Illustration of 4-way front end. Character decoders are replicated to allow
for four different beginning offsets.

Four
Way
Eight
Way

Number of
Rules
200
400
600
1000
200
400

Number of
Partitions
3
4
3
8
3
4

Area
(slices)
3153
4780
9332
15010
4525
7737

Clock Period
(ns)
5.27
6.64
7.95
7.1
6.2
7.24

Table 3: Performance results for 4 and 8-way architectures(32 and 64 bit datapaths,
respectively)
that the increase in area is less than k times the 8-bit architecture, and the decline in
clock frequency is acceptable.

4.3

Pre-filtering Architecture

In the high-throughput variation, accuracy in exact-string matching is assured through
replication. A string that matches one of the desired patterns can occur start at any
byte position within an input string. That is, there is no guarantee that the start
of an offending input will be word-aligned. Thus, replication of matching hardware is
required to avoid missing non-32 bit word-aligned strings. Because a single character is
18



  
  

Figure 7: Illustration of 4-way back end matchers. The pipeline moves each block of
decoded characters forward by four character positions, and pattern comparators select
each decoded character line appropriately.
expressed as an encoded 8-bit form, accepting 4 characters at a time makes it impossible
to accurately match a input string with a single comparator. Instead, four comparators
are utilized, each with the pattern offset by a large amount to match all possible starting
positions of a character string. This increases the resource requirements for 32-bit
architectures significantly. However, using our architecture, the amount of replication
is reduced.
Our 32-bit architecture is a sum-of-products design that allows 4 bytes to be
matched per cycle with an increase only in pred-decoding logic, with little increase
in routing area or the number of matching comparators. The use of the same datapath is possible by allowing some uncertainty into the design. That is, the character
comparators at the start of the pipeline are replicated four times, and the OR of their
outputs is fed into the unary character pipeline. This allows up to 4 unary bit lines
to be active in the system that previously only allowed one line to be active in any
given pipeline stage. In this setup, each pattern can be properly matched at 4 differ19

ent offsets, necessary to allow for 32 bits to be accepted in each cycle. The pattern
comparators in the pipeline operate normally.
However, improper matches (false positives) can occur if the right character in the
wrong offset happen to be triggered. That is, “cat” and “cct” or “caa” will all trigger
a match for the pattern “cat”. Each improper pattern match has a character that
is valid in a different alignment. A negative result guarantees that the input stream
never matches any of the patterns. A positive result means that the input stream may
match the input, and some post processing is necessary.
We implemented the 204 pattern ruleset with the additional front-end comparators. Our four-byte design runs at 200 MHz and occupies only moderately more area,
increasing from 957 slices for the original design up to 1270 slices in exchange for four
times more throughput. At 32 bits per cycle, a 200 MHz system can match at 6.4
Gb/s.
The main problem with increasing throughput using time-overlapped multiplexing
is the potential for false positives. Like [15], there is no possibility of false negatives,
but there is an increasing likelihood of false positives as the number of independent
streams increases. However, when used as a high-throughput prefilter, it is reasonable
to place a second filter behind the prefilter, allowing the secondary filter to perform
more complex and exact processing at a much slower rate.
This work can be compared effectively against the Bloom filter in [15] as they both
produce results that have some possibility of false positives. The Bloom filter provides
matching against thousands of patterns at 2.4 Gb/s, at an area cost of 1.4 logic cells
required for a 16 character pattern (on average). While we can match at 6.4 Gb/s, our
false positive rate is much higher.
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5

Tool Performance

After partitioning, each pattern within a given partition is written out, and a VHDL
file is generated for each partition. A VHDL wrapper with Digital Clock Managers for
supported Xilinx chips is also generated given the partitioning parameters. The size of
the VHDL files for the 361 ruleset total roughly 300kB in 9,000 lines, but synthesize
to a minimum of 1200 slices. While the automation tools handle the system-level
optimizations, the FPGA synthesis tools handle the low-level optimizations. During
synthesis, the logic that is not required is pruned – if a character is only utilized in
the shallow end of a pattern, it will not be carried to the deep end of the pipeline. If
a character is only used by one pattern in the ruleset, and in a sense wastes resources
by inclusion in the pipeline, pruning can at least minimize the effect on the rest of the
design.
The worst case graph size is (n−1)(n)/2 edges for n vertices. The size of the utilizedcharacter sets are limited in size, generally less than 50 and average between 10 and
20. For our analysis, we can consider them constant, making the time complexity of
the sort O(n2 ), with a space complexity of O(n2 ).
The time complexity of general graph partitioning problem using the KernighanLin algorithm is O(n2 log n), with a space complexity equal to the size of the input
graph. Through the use of the four-character block we implement the tree structure
in O(n) operations. Thus the time complexity of the complete process is O(n2 log n)
with a space complexity of O(n2 ).
Because of the large number of patterns in current intrusion detection databases
[9, 10], creating the pattern-connection graphs and subsequently partitioning the graphs
is an expensive operation, not suitable for runtime. representation, the Hogwash ruleset
of roughly 7000 strings creates a graph occupying over 215MB. However, even with
these large memory requirements, the process flow requires little time. ruleset of the
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Hogwash database [10].
In the 361 pattern, 8263 character system, the design automation system can generate the character graph, partition, and create the final synthesizeable, optimized
VHDL in less than 10 seconds on a desktop-class Pentium III 800MHz with 256 MB
RAM. The 1000 pattern, 19584 character ruleset requires about 30 seconds.
All of the code code except the partitioning tool is written in Perl, a runtime language. While Perl provides powerful text processing capabilities useful for processing
the rulesets, it is not known as a high performance language. A production version of
this tool would not be written in a scripting language. Regardless of the implementation, the automatic design tools occupy only a small fraction of the total hardware
development time, as the place and route of the design to FPGA takes much longer,
roughly ten minutes to complete for the 361 pattern, 8263 character design. A partial
solution to this problem lies in incremental synthesis, a strategy for reducing hardware
generation costs through reuse of a previous generation’s place and route information.

5.1

Optimized Incremental Design

A problem with recent designs utilizing hard-wired comparator modules is in the requirement for a full place-and-route to make any change, no matter how small, to
the design. Because of the exceptional area and time efficiency possible with this
customized design paradigm, this issue has been largely ignored.
For the situation of adding a rule, we utilize the min-cut partitioned graph produced
for the initial design. Determining the optimal partition to add a new pattern to is a
fairly trivial task, requiring only a consideration of characters already mapped to the
partition and pre-existing prefixes. The partition least modified by the addition of the
new rule is determined by comparing the pre-decoded bits already within the partition.
We formalize this operation as follows, where Sp∗ is as defined in Equation 1, the
set of characters required to represent the new pattern p∗ . The set difference between
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the characters currently represented in Pi and the characters that are present in Sp∗
is δi . The partition which will require the addition of the minimum number of new
characters is the optimal partition Pj . The optimal partition is selected from the set
of partitions P .

δi = (Sp∗ \ Pi )
P

(5)

find j such that |δj | = min |(δi )|

(6)

characters to add to partition j are in δj

(7)

i=0

This VHDL code describing this partition is then regenerated by the tool, requiring
insignificant time. If the new pattern shares a prefix with some other pattern in
the partition, the partial result of the previous pattern is mapped to the new pattern,
reducing new wiring. The removal of rules is far easier, only the connections to the final
result tree are removed. The new partition code is sent to the incremental synthesis and
place-and-route functions of Xilinx ISE 6.2. The tool only re-synthesizes the modified
modules. Because of the previously defined area constraints, each pipline module is
independent of the others. Thus, only the routing in the modified module requires
place and route.
In our current implementation, we first manually create the area constraints on the
device. Each partition is generated as an individual module, and each module is alloted
sufficient space on the device. The Xilinx PACE tool estimates how many slices are
required, and we find it useful to provide a 20% allowance to ease routing congestion
within the module. The entire design is synthesized, placed, and routed, and the guide
files are maintained for the next incremental change.
An example of the area constraints and finished placement is illustrated in Figure
8 on the Virtex II Pro 50 device. Each box is the manually defined area constraint.
Within each box are the placed logic elements used by that partition. Notice that
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the percentage utilization of each constrained area varies; this can also be used to
determine the appropriate partition to which a new pattern should be added.

Figure 8: Area constraints and placed modules on Virtex II Pro 50 device (image is
cropped)
Our results show that for a change of one pattern in a single partition in system
with p partitions (assuming the partitions are balanced), the time for place-and-route
is reduced to 1/p plus some overhead for reprocessing the guide files. This overhead
can be fairly large (approaching 50% of the total PAR time). However, without the
use of incremental place and route, the system would require a completely new placeand-route, or p times additional time. Certainly a lower-level incremental change
controller, possibly implemented in an embedded microprocessor core as in [31, 32],
making the required changes directly within a partition without resorting to extensive
re-processing( as in [33]) would be a more effective solution.

6

Summary of Results

This section presents results based on partitioning-only unary and tree architectures
generated automatically by our tool. The results are based on ruleset of 204, 361, 602
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and 1000 patterns, subsets of the Nikto ruleset of the Hogwash database [10].
The synthesis tool is Synplicity Synplify Pro 7.2 and the place and route tool is
Xilinx ISE 5.2.03i. The target device is the Virtex II Pro XC2VP100 with -7 speed
grade [34]. We have done performance verification on the Xilinx ML-300 platform [35].
This board contains a Virtex II Pro XC2VP7, a small device on the Virtex II spectrum.
We have subsets of the database (as determined to fit on the device) and they execute
correctly at the speeds documented in Table 4.
We utilized the tool set to generated architectural descriptions for various numbers
of partitions. Table 4 contains the system characteristics for partitioning-only unary
designs, and Table 2 contains our results for the tree-based architecture. As our designs
are much more efficient than other shift-and-compare architectures, the most important
comparisons to make are between “1 Partition” (no partitioning) and the multiple
partition cases. Clearly, there is an optimal number of partitions for each ruleset;
this tends toward 2-3 below 400 patterns and toward 8 partitions for the 1000 pattern
ruleset. The clock speed gained through partitioning can be as much as 20%, although
this is at the cost of increased area. The tree approach produces greater increases
in clock frequency, at a lower area cost. The 602 pattern ruleset shows the most
dramatic improvements when using the tree approach, reducing area by almost 50%
in some cases; the general improvement is roughly 30%. Curiously, the unpartitioned
experiments actually show an increase in area due to the tree architecture, possible due
to the increased fanout when large numbers of patterns are sharing the same prefixes
in one pipeline.
In Table 4 , we see that the maximum system clock is between 200 and 250MHz
for all designs. The system area increases as the number of partitions increases, but
the clock frequency reaches a maximum at 3 and 4 partitions for sets under 400 rules
and at 8 partitions for larger rulesets. Our clock speed, for an entire system, is in line
with the fastest single-comparator designs of other research groups.
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No. Partitions
1
Clock
2
Period
3
4
8
1
2
Area
3
4
8
Total chars in ruleset:
Characters per slice (min):

Number of Patterns in Ruleset
204
361
602
1000
4.179
5.175
5.33
5.41
4.457
4.497
5.603
5.17
3.863
4.798
4.556
5.6
3.986
4.244
5.063
5.22
4.174
5.193
4.602
4.93
800
1198
2466
4028
957
1394
3117
4693
1043
1604
3607
5001
1107
1692
4264
5285
2007
1891
5673
6123
4518
8263
12325
19584
5.64
6.89
4.99
4.86

Table 4: Partitioning-only Unary Architecture: Clock period (ns) and area (slices) for
various numbers of partitions and patterns sets
Table 5 contains comparisons of our system-level design versus individual comparatorlevel designs from other researchers. We only compare against designs that are architecturally similar to a shift-and-compare discrete matcher, that is, where each pattern
at some point asserts an individual signal after comparing against a sliding window of
network data. We acknowledge that it is impossible to make fair comparisons without
reimplementing all other designs. We have defined performance as throughput/area,
rewarding small, fast designs. In this metric, architectures produced by our tools are
exceptional.
The smallest of designs in the published literature providing individual match signals is in [14], in which a state machine implements a Non-deterministic Finite Automata in hardware. That design occupies roughly one slice per 2.5 characters. Our
tree design occupies roughly one slice per 5.5-7.1 characters, making it significantly
more effective. While this approach is somewhat limited by only accepting 8 bits per
cycle, the area efficiency allows smaller sets of patterns to be replicated on the device,
as in Section 4.2.
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Design
USC Unary
USC Unary (1 byte)
USC Unary (4 byte)
USC Unary (8 byte)
USC Unary (Prefilter)
USC Unary (Tree)
Los Alamos (FPL ’03)[7]
UCLA (FPL ’02)[5]
UCLA w/Reuse (FCCM ’04)[11]
U/Crete (FPL ’03) [6]
U/Crete (FCCM ’04) [28]
GATech (FCCM ’04) [14]

Throughput
2.07 Gb/s
1.79 Gb/s
6.1 Gb/s
10.3 Gb/s
6.4 Gb/s
2.00 Gb/s
2.2 Gb/s
2.88 Gb/s
3.2 Gb/s
10.8 Gb/s
9.7 Gb/s
7.0 Gb/s

Unit Size
7.3
5.7
22.3
32.0
9.4
6.6
243
160
11.4
269
57
50

Performance
283
315
271
322
682
303
9.1
18.0
280
40.1
170
140

Table 5: Pattern size, average unit size for a 16 character pattern (in logic cells; one
slice is two logic cells), and performance (in Mb/s/cell). Throughput is assumed to be
constant over variations in pattern size.

7

Conclusion

This paper has discussed a methodology and a tool for system-level optimization using
graph-based partitioning and tree-based matching of large intrusion detection pattern
databases. By optimizing at a system level and considering an entire set of patterns
instead of individual string matching units, our tools allow more efficient communication and extensive reuse of hardware components for dramatic increases in area-time
performance.
After a small preprocessing phase, our tool automatically generates designs with
competitive clock frequencies that are a minimum of 2x more area efficient than any
other discrete-comparator-based shift-and-compare design. By trading some of the
area-efficiency of the basic architecture for throughput, we can reach sustained throughput rates above 10 Gbps, with area-time performance still much higher than any other
implementation.
We release the collection of tools used in this paper to the community at
http://halcyon.usc.edu/~zbaker/idstools
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